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Background

”

Forest owners are
humans and thus
the principles
of human decision-making also
apply to forest
owners.

Socio-demographic changes in rural areas are also changing who becomes a forest owner. The number of farmer forest owners is decreasing, a large number
of forest owners no longer live in close proximity to their forests, and they are
not as fnancially dependent on their forests as previously. Absent forest owners
know less about their forests than previous generations of owners and/or they
do not spend as much time in their forests. Consequently, the values and motives
for owning forest are changing. In addition to economic benefts, forests are an
important recreational resource and can be a link to a family’s heritage. All of this
can be seen in the decisions made by forest owners and necessitates changes to
services targeted at forest owners.
When thinking about the decision-making process of forest owners, there are
two basic principles to keep in mind.
I) Firstly, forest owners are people and the principles of human decision
making also apply to them. Both practice and research have shown that
private forest owners do not necessarily make decisions based on rational
aspects, which might have been previously assumed in the industry. For
instance, fnancial reasoning is just one dimension infuencing decisions,
and diferent emotions also play a big role. This needs to be understood
by those providing consultancy services.
II) Secondly, forest owners and their decisions are not external to the rest
of the society and the changes occurring around them. General trends,
like urbanisation, climate change and public debate about diferent topics,
also impact how forest owners make decisions.

What is a decision-making process and
why it is important to understand?
A decision is normally described as a choice between at least two alternative actions. It can be made consciously or unconsciously. A conscious decision means
that the person making the decision deliberately and cognitively considers alternative actions and the potential consequences of these alternatives. When making an unconscious decision, individuals do not necessarily consider the reasons
why they are making the decision; rather the decision is a reactive response to the
particular situation.
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It is important to understand the signifcant role of unconscious decision making
as it can explain the reasons for what is known as “irrational decisions”. And when
these reasons are understood in detail, they may not seem as irrational anymore.
This understanding also gives us tools to anticipate potential decisions by forest
owners and what infuences these decisions.
A decision, for example to buy a forest advisory services, is not simply a single moment when making the purchasing decision. Instead, it can be seen as a
process that includes several phases before the decision to make a purchase and
even after the purchase. It is worthwhile for service providers to consider also
these other phases when developing their service portfolio.

Defning the
need for the
decision

Collecting
information,
comparing
alternatives

Discussions
with trusted
parties, like
family
members or
advisors

Buying
Defning
the
the service
need
of the
decision

Evaluating the
consequenses
Defning
the
the
need ofofthe
decision
decision

Some facts about human decision making
From psychology and consumer behavior there can be found insights to the decision making that also the forest advisor companies should consider when developing their products. Following of them have been presented. However, there
are much more to learn!
To keep in mind:
a. The decision is a process  decision making also includes a choice between two or more actions. This includes the evaluation of the potential
outcome of the decision beforehand and after the decision is made.
b. Decisions can be conscious or unconscious. When making a conscious
decision, the decision maker cognitively considers the decision and its potential consequences. However, many decisions are unconscious. In this
case, the decision is an automatic reaction to the decision-making situation and for example, can be infuenced by emotions, attitudes and even
the physical condition of the decision maker.
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c. Heuristics or “rule of thumb” strategies in decision making. One example
of issues impacting unconscious decision making are heuristics or using
rule of thumb strategies to make decisions. This means that the decisions
are made quickly and automatically based on previous experience of the
decision maker. Decisions using rules of thumb may not necessarily lead
to the most optimal outcome, but they make the decision making easier
and the decision maker does not have to spend as much time or efort on
making the decision. One rule of thumb is, for example, the afect heuristic, where decision making is infuenced by irrelevant emotional factors,
like being sad about bad weather that day. Similarly, with the availability heuristic, decisions are based on the alternative that can be accessed
most easily.
d. Cognitive biases. These refer to humans having systematic tendencies
to weight their observations, interpretations and information in a certain
way compared to objective evaluation of the decision outcome. These
include, for example, over optimism and confrmation bias. Over optimism means that a decision-maker tends to overestimate their own skills,
knowledge and capabilities. Confrmation bias, in turn, refects back on a
situation when they prefer information or even only accept the information that supports their own previous opinions or beliefs and they do not
even consider other alternatives.
So, what can these mean for the forest owners’ decision making?
For example:
Unconscious decision making and heuristics  In stressful situations and when
in a hurry, people typically choose the decision/behaviour most familiar to them.
For example, passive forest owners choose to do nothing. The question for the
consulting company is how to create a good “decision-making environment” in
which forest owners truly focus on evaluating the diferent alternatives of their
decisions?
Behaviour is always context dependent and several kinds of psychological and
physical factors impact it.  Diferent psychological and physical conditions can
impact a forest owner diferently at diferent times. This can result in the same
consultation process leading to diferent outcomes for the same forest owner.
How can the forest consultancy company prepare for this?
Providing the service should include the decision-making process, not just the
buying moment  The provided service should better cover the diferent phases of the decision-making process. This requires developing the product to
include a broader approach.
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Where can consulting services or decision-making support
make a diference?
Even though several issues impact decision making at a personal level, the forest
holding and the socio-political environment also provide a framework for decision
making. They often limit what kind of decisions can be made in the frst place. A
forest-based consultancy should consider which issues their services can impact.
The ability to infuence resource-based aspects with new forest-based services is limited. Current services already aim at linking larger areas for joint management or harvesting activities and forming larger conservation areas by bringing
together land from several forest owners. Similarly, the ability of consultancy services to address tax system or land parcelling regulations (operational environment) is fairly limited. Service providers can naturally help forest owners to cope with
current regulations but cannot really change them. Similarly, service provision
cannot infuence the forest owner’s personal characteristics. However, services
can be modifed to better match these characteristics. At this point, we still must
consider which forest owner segment is targeted by the services since infuencing
factors have diferent impacts on diferent types of forest owners.

Issues
can forest

consultancy
services influence?
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Good decision support – whose objectives are you focusing
on and what is at “the core” of owning forest?
When developing consultancy services for forest owners, one should also ho-

”

How the forest
owners perceive
themselves as
forest owners.

nestly consider whose objectives you are trying to fulfl with the services being
provided. There are often national or regional expectations for how forests should
be used. Are these in line with the forest owner’s own objectives? And what impact do the forest consultant’s values have? Are these services truly developed to
fulfl the personal objectives of the forest owners or do they instead support the
objectives defned by society for the use of the forest resources?
To capture the objectives of forest owners, is it important to understand how
they perceive themselves as owners. Owning forest often infuences the owner’s
identity, depending on whether they see themselves as a forest/property owner
or do the forests produce to the owner’s identity by providing them a link to the
line of generations, the family or the childhood village. Forest owning can also
lead to other identity traits. Social norms defne the understanding of what is a
good forest owner and, through the socialisation process, current owners learn
from previous owners or generations what this involves. However, new forest owners may want to build a diferent kind of forest owner-identity, for example, as a
nature conservationist. It is not easy to infuence values and attitudes contributing
to one’s identity. Threats to this identity also often generate negative feelings and
distrust towards the other party. Advice and services should be formulated to minimise the number of threats to an owner’s personal values and aspects infuencing their identity and be separate from any opinions held by the consultant. This
can also impact what arguments are used to market the use of the forest-based
consulting services.

Forest owner as a consumer?
Consumer research diferentiates consumer experiences that the products provide for their buyers. Consuming is seen as a holistic experience and includes
aspects like fnancial benefts, solving problems for the consumer, providing convenience and/or experiences for the consumer, or empowering the consumer.
Current forest services often focus on fnancial benefts, solving problems and
providing services that are convenient for the forest owner to buy. Providing experiences to the forest owner or empowering the forest owner may play a smaller
role. What benefts other than a managed forest can consulting services ofer to
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forest owners? One way is to make the forest owners feel empowered. This
can be done, for example, by integrate them more closely into forest management planning processes in order to make them feel that they “own”
their forest management plan. They need to have “a stronger voice” and
involvement. At the moment, forest management plans are designed based
on the owner’s objectives but are made otherwise quite separately from the
owner by a professional alone. Similarly, forest owners could be involved at
a more strategic level, such as formulating a forest ownership plan. This kind
of conscious planning process could help defne how forest owners percieve themselves as forest owners and clearly communicate their ownership objectives to potential consultants.

Focus more on the owner than
the actual forest resource!

Inclusive decision making and service
Making decisions is a context dependent exercise rather
than a rational one. This means that cultural norms, in a
sense, dictate what kind of decisions are perceived as wise
or even possible. This has implications both for forest owners and for their advisors: Being a forest owner is shaped by social norms. Research has found that gender and
age, together with experience of manual work in forests,
are strong markers for what constitutes the norms for a
“real” forest owner. Exploring other ways of being a forest
owner can be emotionally difcult when consultants have
diferent opinions about forest ownership objectives than
one’s own. Having a norm critical or inclusive perspective
with consulting services for forest owners can help move
beyond national or regional expectations on the use of forest resources and instead ask whose objectives the provided services are intended to fulfl.
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